
Lab 3: Interval Timer
ECEN 330
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This timer is very similar to the counters you made in ECEN 220, except:

• Very little I/O aside from the CPU bus = this hardware was made to be controlled from software

• Has more features

Interval Timer: Connections
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Looking Inside

…from the commercial documentation…



Looking Inside

…from the commercial documentation…



Remember we have 3 of these….



Control/Status

• “Timer Control Status Register for timer/counter 0 (TCSR0) acts as the control and status 
register for the cascaded counter. TCSR1 is ignored in this mode.*”

• “TCSR1 register is used only for loading the TLR1 register in cascade mode.”

Helpful snippet from the documentation:





Reload



Initialize





Interrupts
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• “In Generate Mode, a timer interrupt is caused by the counter rolling over (the 

same condition used to reload the counter when ARHT is set to ’1’).”
• “The interrupt signals can be enabled or disabled with the ENIT bit in the 

TCSR.”
• “The interrupt status bit (TINT) in the TCSR cannot be disabled and always 

reflects the current state of the timer interrupt.”



Enable/Disable

Acknowledge



Use helper functions for all register reads/writes (like last lab)

Except:
• Since we have 3 timers, the helper functions will take a “timerNumber” argument.
• Use this argument to choose the correct base address.

Use Register Read/Write Helper Fcns
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